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Genetic literacy in multicultural Queensland: Design, delivery and evaluation of medical interpreter training in genetic terminology.

Medical terms related to genetics are not universally 
part of medical interpreters’ specialist training. 
These language skills tend to come from work-based 
practise or post-certification professional 
development. Here we present the design and 
evaluation of the training program “Language of 
Genetics & Genomics: Medical Interpreter training 
session”.
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Medical interpreters knowledge of basic and applied
genetics improved between pre- & post-training
session. Importantly, the participant confidence in
approaching knowledge question improved as
indicated by a reduction in the use of the ‘I don’t
know’ response option: pre- & post-survey. There
was no change observed in attitude or self-efficacy.

• Knowledge and confidence improved.
• Training session was considered useful, with

case studies with quizzes a preferred activity.

Survey
Pre N = 33
Post N = 43

Age range 
24 to 65+

58% Had never had 
education or training in 

genetic terms
36% pre & 44% post 

Previously 
interpreted genetic 

terms

18% pre & 35% post 
Had personnel experience 

with genetic conditions

Longitudinal survey
• Pre & post intervention
Participants
• Training session attendees
Statistics
• Wilcoxon Rank-Sum

Survey domains
• Attitude, self-efficacy, 

practice behaviour & 
knowledge

• Training session 
experience

Presentations Activities

2 hour online training session via Zoom
In English to mixed language cohort

Summary of 
participant languages

Introduction

Icebreaker polls
Genetic terms *
Cells, DNA, genes & 
chromosomes
Library analogy 
Health problems & 
genes

Diagnosing genetic 
conditions *
Information needed 
- Mx & FHx
Inheritance patterns

Genetic testing 
outcomes*
Types of result 
outcomes

Wrap-up

Group discussion in 
Breakout Rooms*
What information 
was unclear?
How would you look 
for more information 
in your LOTE?

Case studies of 
genetic conditions *
Example family trees 
with polled 
questions (quiz)
Explanation of 
answer & case

* Q&A at end of section

Participants
N = 118

Asian 62%
European 20%
Middle-Eastern 13%

Participants’ LOTE by language’s region of origin *

African 6 %
Oceania 3%

Background

Demographics

Methods

Change in knowledge

Participant perceptions of training

Conclusions

Training session program

* Percentage >100% as some participants interpret more than one LOTE

* P < 0.001

*

*

Figure: Stacked bar chart of participant perceptions of training

Participants overall agreed that the training
was useful (93%) and relevant (79%) to their
work, and content was informative (98%) and
clearly presented (93%). Participants felt that
the case study activity (86%) benefitted
learning more than the reflective group
activity (58%).

Figure: Box plot of response to knowledge questions

Pre & Post
91% Female
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